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TUBE FORMULAS IN PRODUCT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS 11
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1. Introduction

Let PcM denote that P is a compact p-dimensional embedded
submanifold of an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold M. Denote by
VpM(r) the m-dimensional volume of the tube T(P, r) of radius r
about P and by ApM (r) the (m - 1) -dimensional volume of the boundary
of T(P, r). It is well-known that for small r>O

f:ApM (r)dr= VpM(r).

Throughout this paper we assume that all manifolds are of class C... In
[3], the first author proved the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let PCM and QCN so that P X QCMx N, where
X denotes the Riemannian product. Then we have

(1)

where

(2)

In this article, applying this theorem and Weyl's tube formula [5],
we derive a product formula in Euclidean space. We also give a new
derivation of the Nijenhuis formula [4]. To be more specific let

(:7I:r2 ) (".-pl /2 .. f 2i

VpM(r) r«m-p+2)/2) i~( pa2idP)r (3)

for sufficiently small r>O (see Remark (1)). Here (:7I:r2)k/r«k+2)/2)
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is the volume of a ball of radius r in Rb, and dP is the volume element

of p. Similarly expand VoN(r) and V'#C(r) as power series in r:

(4)

(;rr2) <m+R-/l-q) /2 ... J
V~:C(r)= r«m+n-p-q+2)/2) ~o( px/v.d(PxQ)r

2k
• (5)

Then we have the following product formulas for coefficients.

THEOREM 2. For k>O, we have

1 (m+n-p-q) (m+n-p-q+2) ... (m+n-p-q+2k)
m+n-p-q

X J c2Jd(PxQ)=E 1 (m-p)(m-p+2)···(m-p+2i)
PxO i=O m-p

X 1 (n-q)(n-q+2)".(n-q+2k-2i)
n-q

X (f pa2idP) (f 0 (b2k- 2idQ». (6)

If PeR"', then Weyl's tube formula [5J says that

r«m-p+2)/2)

X[r,2J (m-p)k2.(P)rc

.=0 (m-p) (m-p+2)···(m-p+2c) , (7)

where k2• (P) is the integral over P of the curvature invariant H 2• which
is given by

Here R~b'" is the component of the curvature tensor RP of P, O<2c<p,

lJ (p) is equal to 1 or -1 according as ah···, a2. are distinct and an

even or odd permutation of fit, ..., {32., and otherwise 0(;) is zero. The

summation is taken over all a's and {J's running from 1 to p.
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Combining the formulas (6) and (7) we obtain the following Nijenhuis
formula.

THEOREM 3([4J). Let PeM and QeN so that P X QeMx N. Then
we have for 0<2c<P+q

(8)

The Nijenhuis formula (8) and Weyl's formula (7), then, give the
following product formula in Euclidean space.

THEOREM 4. Let PeR'" and Qe1l" so that P X QcRIIl X 1l". Then we
have

A R-XR"( )
pXQ r

(9)

and

[PI2J [q12J n(lIl+n-p-Ql/2k2i (P)k2J,(Q)= I: 'E -:::-T;";:;-;"7----c,...-_~:::..l.:...,:..;.:.~::;:.<__=__.=-r("'+n-p-q+2i+2j). (10)
i=O j=O 2'+Jr«m+n-p-q+2i+2i+2) 12)

Remarks. (I) The first two terms in the power series for VpM (r) are
given by ([2J)

00=1, and

a - 1 ( ~ (RP RM)
.2- 2(m-p+2) ..~l abab - dab

where RP and RM are the curvature tensors of P and Q respectively.
(2) Since ao=bo=co in (6), the case k=O implies the trivial relation

volume of PxQ=volume of P x volume of Q.

(3) Theorem [2J is a generalization of a result by Gray (the formula
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(8) in [1, p. 66J).

2. Proofs of Theorems

Proof of Theorem 2. From (2) and (3) we find

.... n:("'-P)/2

ApM(S)= r«m-p+2)/2)

X ~r«m-p+2i+2)/2)s-(",-pt2il f pQ2idP. (11)

Similarly

.... n:('R-q ) /2

Al(s)= r«n-q+2)/2)

X ~r«n-q+2j+2)/2)s-Cn-qt2j) f /2idQ (12)

and

A~;:(s)=
1I:(",+..-p-q)/2

r«m+n-p-q+2)!2) t:r «m+n-p- q+2k+2)/2)

X s-(lII+,.-p-q+U)f C2"d(P x Q). (13)
PxQ

Therefore from (l) we obtain

~ 1 ( m+n-p-q ) ( m+n-p-q +1)
k (m+n-p-q) /2 2 2

... ( m+n-p-q +k) s-Cm+n-jo-Q+2k)f C2"d(PX Q)
2 PxQ

= {I; 1 (m- p ) ( m-p +1)"'( m-p +i)
i (m-p)/2 2 2 2

X $-(",-p+20 f a idP} {~ 1 ( n-q ) ( n-q +1)
p 2 i (n-q) /2 2 2
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By equating powers of $ we get (6).

Proof of Theorem 8. From (3) and Weyl's tube formula (7) it is
easy to see that

f (m-p) kZi (P)
pOzidP= (m-p)(m-p+2)···(m-p+2i) •

Similarly we also have

f (n-q)kzJ(Q)
/

21-dQ= (n-q)(n-q+2)···(n-q+2j)

and

f cvt/(PxQ)
PxQ

_ (m+n-p-q)k2A(PXQ)
- -(m+n=-p=q)(m+n - p- q+ 2)"-'.-.(rm=+,--.n---p---q-+'--2i=)-

Putting these equations to (6) we obtain (8).

Proof of Theorem 4. It suffices to prove (10) since (9) is obtained
by differentiating (10) with respect to r. According to P X QcR'" x R"
= R-+", we have from (7)

R.xR" _[(I'H)/2] ;n;("'+"-I'-,,/zk2/:(PxQ)
VpXQ (r)- c~ 2'r«m+n-p-q+2C+2)/2) r",+,,-p-q+2e.

Now by the Nijenhuis formula (8), we get (10).
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